[Non invasive intracranial hyperthermia with Electric Capacitive Transference -ECT- Intratumoral and cerebral thermometry results].
The aim of this work is to present the results of thermic increase obtained at the brain and intratumoral levels through a non invasive technique -Electric Capacitive Transference- (ECT), developed in 1985 by Indiba. A review of the literature does not provide any reference of cerebral and intratumoral thermometry in real time with a non invasive technique of intracranial hyperthermia. In the 8 studied patients, the increases of temperature in the brain, ranged between 0.7 and 1.5 degrees C in relation to the depth of the thermometric probe and the incidence angle of the external electrode. Between tumoral and perilesional brain tissues, thermic increase was 0.3 to 0.7 degrees C greater at tumoral level. The observation that in no case the surrounding brain tissue registered a temperature over 39.2 degrees C supports the harmlessness of the technique regarding the potential damage to healthy brain tissue and seems to confirm previous data obtained in anatomopathological studies in animal experimentation performed in 1990, which showed an absence of lesions in tissues and organs. The greater and somewhat more prolonged thermic increase observed at tumoral level has been called the "greenhouse effect".